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Your Role and Responsibilities

As Senior Lead Healthcare Architect you will be responsible for designing the next
generation solutions for IBM Watson Health Services clients. As a key member of the WH
Services team, fulfilling this role will require working with key members of the WH
Services and IBM teams to help healthcare clients define and progress their journey,
through areas such as: Cloud Architecture and Technology, Enterprise Analytics,
Workflows and Organization Change, Methodologies such as the Garage Method, Data
Science and Governance, Emerging Innovation such as AI and Machine Learning. As
Senior Lead Healthcare Architect you will be working with a multi-disciplinary team of
client and project resources to define, develop and deliver complex solutions. The
dynamic, startup culture of Watson Health Services reflects the agility that IBM must
exhibit in the fast changing world our clients experience in their business and the fierce
competitive and innovative environment. You will work with strategy consultants, cloud
architects, developers, agile managers to design or develop reusable assets to support
our client’s journey, optimizing their performance, engaging their patients-consumers,
enabling effective care and manage population health.

WHconsult

Required Technical and Professional Expertise

5+ years’ experience in architecture consulting
3+ years’ experience in healthcare consulting
Experience with Enterprise Analytics for Healthcare
Experience working in a multi-disciplinary team of client and project resources to
define, develop and deliver complex solutions
Experience developing and delivering presentations and deliverables to clients
Experience with healthcare data privacy and security architectural considerations

Preferred Technical and Professional Expertise

5+ years’ experience in healthcare consulting
2+ years’ experience with Red Hat, cloud-based solutions, data and analytic models,
big data and AI capabilities
Experience with IBM Garage method or similar methods
Experience building with IBM Cloud Pak for Data, IBM Cloud Pak for Integration
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Experience in system migration to the cloud
Experience with cloud development platforms from multiple cloud vendors (AWS,
Azure, IBM Cloud, and/or Google Cloud)
Experience leading teams and working closely with Senior Strategic Healthcare
Consultants
Experience leading and working in a multi-disciplinary team of client and project
resources to define, develop and deliver complex solutions
Experience implementing healthcare interoperability standards like HL7, FHIR, XDS,
DICOM, etc.
Experience developing and delivering presentations and deliverables to
stakeholders in business, IT and C-Level executives
Experience developing or supporting privacy and security assessments

About Business Unit
IBM Services is a team of business, strategy and technology consultants that design,
build, and run foundational systems and services that is the backbone of the world's
economy. IBM Services partners with the world's leading companies in over 170
countries to build smarter businesses by reimagining and reinventing through
technology, with its outcome-focused methodologies, industry-leading portfolio and
world class research and operations expertise leading to results-driven innovation and
enduring excellence.
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